2010 RAVE Award Winners

Remodel Less Than 800SF: Albertsson Hansen Architecture, Ltd. - A Hastings Farm Renewed
Todd Hansen, AIA
Corri Sandwick, Assoc. AIA

Remodel More Than 800SF: CityDeskStudio - Opposite Natures
Bob Ganser, AIA
Christian Dean, AIA
Ben Awes, AIA
Krista Jensen

Residence Less Than 3500SF: Conway + Schulte Architects, PA - Indian Head Lake Residence
William F. Conway, FAIA
Marcy Schulte, AIA
Mary Springer, AIA
Wade Ziperstein

Residence More Than 3500SF: Rehkamp Larson Architects - Progressive Farmhouse
Jean Rehkamp Larson, AIA
Mark Larson, AIA
Ryan Lawinger

Renovation of a Loft: ALTUS Architecture + Design - Uptown Penthouse
Tim Alt, AIA